
FOOD ON DEMAND AGENDA-AT-A-GLANCE 

State of the Foodservice Delivery Market
Food On Demand Editors Tom Kaiser and Nick Upton 
will download their deep-dive into this subject matter 
from the past 18 months, reporting on what they’ve seen, 
written about and where they think the industry is going.

The Autonomous Solution
Delivery robots are already roaming the streets in 
test cities. Here’s how delivery providers and retailers 
can capitalize on advancements in robot and drone 
technology. 
Panel features: Starship Robot and Vikrum Aiyer, 
Postmates’ head of strategic communications and 
automation and a former Obama top aid.

The Consumer Says…Exclusive Third-Party Delivery 
Survey 
Results from a cutting-edge study of top delivery 
services offers detailed info on how providers in this fast-
growing industry are viewed by consumers.
Panel: FOD’s Nick Upton, Lisa van Kesteren, CEO of 
SeeLevel, Bowie Cheung, head of regional operations of 
UberEverything

Legal/Liability/Finance Landmines
Learn about all the potential pitfalls of meal delivery 
and what you can do to protect you brand....and your 
pocketbook.
Panel: FOD’s Laura Michaels; Allan Hickok, Boston 
Consulting Group; Matt Tucker, COO of OLO; and Ryan 
Palmer, principal at Gray Plant Mooty

Case Studies from Successful Delivery Operators
Is anyone making money? Our expert will analyze 
the numbers as top operators share their first-hand 
experience with delivery and strategies for increasing 
efficiencies and avoiding costly mistakes.
Panel: Dennis Monroe chairman of Monroe Moxness 
Berg; Laura Rae Dickey, CEO of Dickey’s BBQ; and Mark 
Hardison, VP of Marketing at El Pollo Loco

Data Download
Get the latest facts and figures driving the FOD industry, 
from surveys and research, plus how you can use all this 
data to your advantage to increase sales.
Panel: Fred LeFranc, CEO, Results Thru Strategy; Mike 
Wior of Omnivore, Jason Tipp, Past CDO, Papa Murphy’s 

Unwrapping Packaging
Packaging for delivery is essential. Find out the 
innovations in this industry so that the food coming out 
of your kitchen can arrive at the right temp and still be 
Instagram-worthy.
Panel: FOD’s Tom Kaiser, Lynn Dyer, president of 
Foodservice Packaging Institute, Michael Thaler, 
executive VP, marketing, Anchor Packaging and Dave 
Coltrin, VP guest experience, Denny’s

The Right Third-Party Delivery Service Can Increase 
Revenue and Demand 
What do restaurant brands need to know about 
implementing a third-party delivery service, rather than 
in house, and how can restaurants drive sustainable 
growth through these new channels.

Tony Xu 
CEO and Co-Founder, DoorDash
Prior to co-founding DoorDash, CEO Tony Xu worked in product at Square and led special 
projects for the CEO and CFO at eBay.  He began his career at McKinsey and Company. He has 
a bachelor of science degree with high honors in industrial engineering and operations research 
from UC Berkeley and an MBA from Stanford Graduate School of Business, where he was an Arjay 
Miller Scholar.  His company, DoorDash delivers restaurant meals in 300-plus cities via 75,000 
“dashers,” the term coined for their delivery drivers. 
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